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The Valachi Papers
Meet the men who murdered for the mob—and
made John Gotti the most powerful and deadly
crime boss in America . . . They called him
the “Teflon Don.” But in his short reign as
the head of the Gambino crime family, John
Gotti wracked up a lifetime of charges from
gambling, extortion, and tax evasion to
racketeering, conspiracy, and five
convictions of murder. He didn’t do it alone.
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Surrounding himself with a rogues gallery of
contract killers, fixers, and enforcers, he
built one of the richest, most powerful crime
empires in modern history. Who were these
men? Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist
Anthony M. DeStefano takes you inside Gotti’s
inner circle to reveal the dark hearts and
violent deeds of the most remorseless and
cold-blooded characters in organized crime.
Men so vicious even the other Mafia families
were terrified of them. Meet Gotti’s Boys . .
. * Charles Carneglia: the ruthless junkyard
dog who allegedly disposed of bodies for the
mob—by dissolving them in acid then
displaying their jewels. * Gene Gotti: the
younger Gotti brother who ran a multimilliondollar drug smuggling ring—enraging his
bosses in the Gambino family. * Angelo “QuackQuack” Ruggiero: the loose-lipped contract
killer who was wire-tapped by the FBI—and
dared to insult Gotti behind his back. * Tony
“Roach” Rampino: the hardcore stoner who
looked like a cockroach—and used his gangly
arms and horror-mask face to frighten his
enemies. * “Sammy the Bull” Gravano: the
Gambino underboss who helped John Gotti
execute Gambino mob boss Paul Castellano—then
sang like a canary to take Gotti down.
Rounding out this nefarious group were the
likes of Frank DeCicco, Vincent Artuso, and
Joe “The German” Watts, a man who wasn’t a
Mafiosi but had all of the power and prestige
of one in John Gotti’s slaughterhouse crew.
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hardened mob soldiers who killed at their
ruthless leader’s merciless bidding—brought
to vivid life by the prize-winning chronicler
of the American mob.

Trump / Russia
Henry Hill grows up in the 1950s, in a
Brooklyn neighbourhood where Italian-American
gangsters walk tall in the streets,
commanding the respect of their peers. Young
Henry dreams that one day he too might be a
professional 'wiseguy' - a 'goodfella'. His
wishes come true with remarkable speed once
he teams up with renowned hoodlum Jimmy
Conway and his alarmingly psychotic pal Tommy
DeVito. Henry embarks on an everyday life of
crime which takes him from rags to gaudy
riches, in and out of the federal
penitentiary and under the unwelcome
spotlight of the FBI. As the 1970s turn sour
Henry finds himself at the sharp end of the
cocaine trade, increasingly adrift from his
extended mobster 'family' and forced to make
a tough decision about his future. The film
that re-established Martin Scorsese's
eminence among American directors after years
of professional difficulties, 'GoodFellas' is
a tour de force which lays bare the crude and
venal motives which drive a happy band of
thieves and murderers.

A Man of Honor
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The author of Last Days of the Sicilians
presents a look into the Mafia in the
tradition of Wiseguy and Boss of Bosses.
Culled from years of wiretapping, here are
the unexpurgated FBI tapes of mobster John
Gotti, which reveal in detail how he and his
crew commanded the most powerful organized
crime family in the country. Available for
immediate shipment.

Goodfellas: Screenplay
This book is a for thoughtful legislators and
all the rest of us who seek justice for
persons charged with crimes-proportional
punishment of the guilty, and exculpation of
the morally blameless. The authors
demonstrate, with remarkable lucidity, how
and why the criminal law sometimes
deliberately sacrifices justice for other
goals, and they provide thoughtful,
controversial, and often persuasive
suggestions on how we can redesign our legal
system to give people their just deserts. [In
the book, the authors offer an] account of
how the American criminal justice system
fails to give offenders their just deserts in
a number of different contexts. From the
refusal to allow partial exoneration for
defenses like mistake of law and insanity to
the practicallimitations on detecting and
prosecuting offenders, [they also]
demonstrate through discussions of actual
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cases the many areas where criminal
sentencing fails to do justice. -Dust jacket.

Serpico
Testimony on the mob by cops and mobsters

Bigger Is Better
When Lynda Lustig met Louie Milito, she was a
sixteen-year-old high-school dropout with a
taste for adventure and an agonizing
childhood. When they were married two years
later, he was not yet a made man in the
powerful Gambino crime family. Louie was a
hairdresser who dabbled in petty thievery.
But Lynda was so happy to be out of her
domineering mothers loveless house. And over
the years, she was willing to forgive her
husband for anything: his violent rages, his
frequent absences, his shady associates, and
the blood on his hands. For twentyfour years
Lynda Milito remained loyal to this charming
and dangerous criminal -- her childrens
father and close friend of crime boss John
Gotti and underboss Sammy the Bull Gravano.
But in 1988, Louie Milito disappeared,
murdered by the very people he had always
trusted to protect him. A crime story, a
family story, a love story, Mafia Wife is the
shockingly intimate, brutally honest tale of
a survivor -- and of the life she lived in
the dark bosom of the underworld.
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Reasonable Doubt
John Gotti: Gangster, killer, celebrity. From
the tough streets of Queens to the heights of
the American Mafia, John Gotti thought he was
invincible. Ruthless, brutal and always
immaculately dressed, he was known as the
Teflon Don, because no charge the Feds
brought against him would stick. Told by
organised crime reporters and bestselling
authors Jerry Capeci and Gene Mustain using
inside sources on both sides of the law, this
is the definitive account of how New York's
last great Godfather was finally brought to
justice.

Trump
For decades, scandalous rumors and
sensational tabloid headlines have obscured
the truth about one the most famous and
intriguing families in modern history: the
real players, the real relationships, behind
the closed doors of the Gotti dynasty. Until
now. Here at last is the explosive memoir
that captures the Gottis as they areunvarnished, raw, and real. And who better to
tell this no-hold-barred story than their
most famous daughter? Victoria Gotti never
intended to reveal the inside story of the
Gotti household, but with the pressing need
to finally set the record straight came the
realization that only she can do so, once and
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for all. Daughter to the late John Gotti,
sister to John A. "Junior" Gotti and three
other siblings, single mother to three sons
with whom she shared reality television
stardom on Growing Up Gotti, an outspoken
columnist and bestselling author, Victoria
Gotti delivers a candid, colorful, and
brutally honest family portrait that reads
like a confidential file, filled with deeply
personal reflections and never-beforepublished photographs. With the trial of
"Junior" Gotti poised to continue the high
drama of the Gotti story, fascination with
the icons of this only-in-New-York clan is
stronger than ever. Victoria Gotti's
bombshell revelations and stunning insider
secrets make This Family of Mine the
essential chronicle in the ultimate American
family saga.

The Gotti Tapes
From the New York Times bestselling author of
Blood and Honor and The Last Gangster—“one of
the most respected crime reporters in the
country” (60 Minutes)—comes the sure to be
headline-making inside story of the Gotti and
Gambino families, told from the unique
viewpoint of notorious mob hit-man John
Alite, a close associate of Junior Gotti who
later testified against him. In Gotti’s
Rules, George Anastasia, a prize-winning
reporter who spent over thirty years covering
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crime, offers a shocking and very rare
glimpse into the Gotti family, witnessed upclose from former family insider John Alite,
John Gotti Jr.’s longtime friend and
protector. Until now, no one has given up the
kind of personal details about the
Gottis—including the legendary “Gotti Rules”
of leadership—that Anastasia exposes here.
Drawing on extensive FBI files and other
documentation, his own knowledge, and
exclusive interviews with insiders and
experts, including mob-enforcer-turnedgovernment-witness Alite, Anastasia pokes
holes in the Gotti legend, demystifying this
notorious family and its lucrative and often
deadly machinations. Anastasia offers neverbefore-heard information about the murders,
drug dealing, and extortion that propelled
John J. Gotti to the top of the Gambino crime
family and the treachery and deceit that
allowed John A. “Junior” Gotti to follow in
his father’s footsteps. Told from street
level and through the eyes of a wiseguy who
saw it all firsthand, the result is a
riveting look at a family whose hubris,
violence, passion, and greed fueled a bloody
rise and devastating fall that is still
reverberating through the American underworld
today. Gotti’s Rules includes 8 pages of
black-and-white photographs.

Last Don Standing
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'At the age of twelve my ambition was to be a
gangster. To me being a wiseguy was better
than being president of the United States. To
be a wiseguy was to own the world.'
GoodFellas is Henry Hill's own story, telling
the fascinating and sometimes brutal details
of the day-to-day life of a working New York
mobster - the violence, wild spending sprees,
his wife, his mistress, his code of honour.
From the small-time scamming of his early
years, his first arrest at the age of sixteen
and initiation into the dealings of his
wiseguy friends and bosses, Henry Hill tells
of the good times, dodgy dealings,
indulgences, and the insularity of the mobcontrolled neighbourhoods. But things start
to go too far. To save his own life, Hill
turns into a Federal witness, and the mob is
to this day still hunting him down for
revealing their involvement in hundreds of
crimes including arson, extortion, hijacking,
the six-million dollar Lufthansa heist (the
most successful cash robbery in US history),
and murder.

The Underboss
Reminiscent of Wiseguy, Mob Boss is a
compelling biography from two prominent mob
experts recounting the life and times of the
first acting boss of an American Mafia family
to turn government witness Alfonso "Little
Al" D'Arco, the former acting boss of the
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Luchese organized crime family, was the
highest-ranking mobster to ever turn
government witness when he flipped in 1991.
His decision to flip prompted many others to
make the same choice, including John Gotti's
top aide, Salvatore "Sammy the Bull" Gravano,
and his testimony sent more than fifty
mobsters to prison. In Mob Boss, awardwinning news reporters Jerry Capeci and Tom
Robbins team up for this unparalleled account
of D'Arco's life and the New York mob scene
that he embraced for four decades. Until the
day he switched sides, D'Arco lived and
breathed the old-school gangster lessons he
learned growing up in Brooklyn and fine-tuned
on the mean streets of Little Italy. But when
he learned he was marked to be whacked,
D'Arco quit the mob. His defection decimated
his crime family and opened a window on mob
secrets going back a hundred years. After
speaking with D'Arco, the authors reveal
unprecedented insights, exposing shocking
secrets and troublesome truths about a city
where a famous pizza parlor doubled as a
Mafia center for multi-million-dollar heroin
deals, where hit men carried out murders
dressed as women, and where kidnapping a
celebrity newsman's son was deemed
appropriate revenge for the father's
satirical novel. Capeci and Robbins spent
hundreds of hours in conversation with
D'Arco, and exhausted many hours more
fleshing out his stories in this riveting
narrative that takes readers behind the
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famous witness testimony for a comprehensive
look at the Mafia in New York City.

Mafia Cop
Mob boss Michael Franzese had it all—money,
power, prestige. From the time he took a
blood oath that bound him body and soul to
New York’s Colombo crime family, Franzese
became a force to be reckoned with in
organized crime. Named by Vanity Fair as one
of the biggest moneymakers in the mob since
Al Capone, he quickly crept into the upper
echelon of Mafia authority in this country.
By the age of thirty-five, he was the
youngest mobster listed on Fortune magazine’s
survey of the fifty most wealthy and powerful
Mafia bosses in America. Then, he did the
unthinkable: he quit the mob. Today, Michael
is a Christian, finding his own Damascus Road
that began with his wife Camille. The story
of his conversion is a testament of God’s
willingness to reach into the heart of any
man regardless of their past or the present
condition of their lives. In one of the most
fascinating books ever written about today’s
Mafia, Michael reveals the answers to the
many mysteries surrounding his incredible
life. Find out how and why he did what no one
else managed to do—and live. Journey with
Michael through a life defined by two blood
covenants. The first bound him to the mob.
The second set him free.
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Camille
Presents an account of the murders of Natalee
Holloway and Stephany Flores Ramirez and the
ensuing manhunt for Joran van der Sloot,
documenting his arrests, confessions, and
recantations.

Mob Boss
"Hettena is a first-rate reporter and
wonderful story-teller, and the tale he tells
here is mind-boggling."—Jane Mayer, author of
New York Times bestseller Dark Money "Hettena
skillfully weaves many threads—most fresh or
previously hidden—into a rich tapestry tying
together decades of Donald Trump's deep
involvement with Russia."—DAVID CAY JOHNSTON
, author of New York Times bestseller The
Making of Donald Trump Uncovering the decadeslong association between Donald Trump and
Russia Is the 45th President of the United
States under the control of a foreign power?
Award-winning Associated Press reporter Seth
Hettena untangles the story of Donald Trump’s
long involvement with Russia in damning
detail—including new reporting never before
published. As Special Counsel Robert
Mueller’s investigation into the relationship
between members of Trump’s campaign and
Russian operatives continues, there is
growing evidence that Trump has spent decades
cultivating ties to corrupt Russians and the
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post-Soviet state. In Trump/Russia: A
Definitive History, Seth Hettena chronicles
the many years Trump has spent wooing Russian
money and power. From the collapse of his
casino empire—which left Trump desperate for
cash—and his first contacts with Russian dealmakers and financiers, on up to the White
House, Hettena reveals the myriad of shady
people, convoluted dealings, and strange
events that suggest how indebted to Russia
our forty-fifth president might be. Using
deeply researched reporting, along with newly
uncovered information, court documents, and
exclusive interviews with investigators and
FBI agents, Hettena provides an expansive and
essential primer to the Trump/Russia scandal,
leaving no stone unturned.

Hitler's New Shower: Opiates Made
'clear'
The Dapper Don A cocky kid from the streets
of East New York, he rose to become one of
the most feared men in the nation.
Establishing a power base through brilliant
politicking and blood-chilling ruthlessness,
at 45 he took control of America's richest,
most powerful crime family following the
gangland-style execution of his predecessor.
Though the target of almost contionous FBI
and police surveillance, he has spent little
time in prison . . . and has never been
convicted of racketeering, drug-trafficking
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or murder. Prize-winning journalists John
Cummings and Ernest Volkman's shocking true
account of the brutal and meteoric rise of
John "Johhny Boy" Gotti from Brooklyn "bonebreaker" to lord of the Gambino Family -- a
riveting exploration into the the bloody
machinery of La Cosa Nostra operating on the
dark side of the American dream.

Gotti
Shadow of My Father
Sammy the Bull Gravano is the highest-ranking
member of the Mafia in America ever to
defeat. In telling Gravano's story, Peter
Maas brings us as never before into the
innermost sanctums of the Cosa Nostra as if
we were there ourselves--a secret underworld
of power, lust, greed, betrayal, and
deception, with the specter of violent death
always waiting in the wings.

GoodFellas
An insider account of the alleged criminal
activities of two NYPD detectives contends
that they worked for the mafia through a
sophisticated network of hierarchies and
conduct codes that brought about the torture
and murders of numerous federal agents and
fellow officers. Reprint.
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Mafia Wife
Genovese, Gambino, Bonnano, Colombo and
Lucchese. For decades these Five Families
ruled New York and built the American Mafia
(or Cosa Nostra) into an underworld empire.
Today, the Mafia is an endangered species,
battered and beleaguered by aggressive
investigators, incompetent leadership,
betrayals and generational changes that
produced violent and unreliable leaders and
recruits. A twenty year assault against the
five families in particular blossomed into
the most successful law enforcement campaign
of the last century. Selwyn Raab's Five
Families is the vivid story of the rise and
fall of New York's premier dons from Lucky
Luciano to Paul Castellano to John Gotti and
more. The book also brings the reader right
up to the possible resurgence of the Mafia as
the FBI and local law enforcement agencies
turn their attention to homeland security and
away from organized crime.

Mob Star: The Story of John Gotti
After several marriages during which she
obtained and lost her as wealth, as well as
many of those she loved, she suffered the
humiliation of imprisonment. Furthermore,
appearing on the front page of the Daily News
destroyed her reputation while books were
written that further colored her as evil. She
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cried out: "What about my side of the story?
Won't anyone listen to me!?" It was then that
she realized she had to be the one to share
her story. And so she has CAMILLE, the widow
of four mafia connected husbands, was
ultimately arrested for money laundering for
the mob. Raised by a loving mother and doting
father who himself was a "bookmaker" she was
around a criminal element from a young age.
Her experiences such as attending night clubs
at age fifteen with the likes of Danny
Thomas, to the murder of her first husband by
Sammy "The Bull" Gravano shaped her life.
With her wealth and reputation destroyed, she
decided to tell her story without prejudice;
a very honest biography from the one who
lived it and who wants to leave this life
with a cleansing of the soul. CAMILLE gives
us a powerful story that leaves us with an
experience that will not be forgotten.

Five Families
'The good, bad and downright rotten parts of
Australia's criminal justice system are put
on trial by Dr Xanthé Mallett. With her cleareyed logic and objectivity, this compelling
book identifies reasonable doubts which must
keep prosecutors and defence lawyers awake at
night.' Hedley Thomas, host of the Teacher's
Pet podcast We all put our faith in the
criminal justice system. We trust the
professionals: the police, the lawyers, the
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judges, the expert witnesses. But what
happens when the process lets us down and the
wrong person ends up in jail? Henry Keogh
spent almost twenty years locked away for a
murder that never even happened. Khalid Baker
was imprisoned for the death of a man his
best friend has openly admitted to causing.
And the exposure of 'Lawyer X' Nicola Gobbo's
double-dealing could lead to some of
Australia's most notorious convictions being
overturned. Forensic scientist Xanthé Mallett
is used to dealing with the darker side of
humanity. Now she's turning her skills and
insight to miscarriages of justice and cases
of Australians who have been wrongfully
convicted. Exposing false confessions,
polices biases, misplaced evidence and dodgy
science, Reasonable Doubt is an expert's
account of the murky underbelly of our
justice system - and the way it affects us
all.

Salvatore Sammy Bull Gravano: The
Turncoat Underboss
“Full of astonishment . . . a kind of dark
wonder.” —Pete Hamill VINCENT “CHIN” GIGANTE
He started out as a professional boxer—until
he found his true calling as a ruthless
contract killer. Hand-picked by Vito Genovese
to run the Genovese Family when Vito was sent
to prison, Chin raked in more than $100
million for the Genovese family and routinely
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ordered the murders of mobsters who violated
the Mafia code—including John Gotti. At the
height of his power, he controlled an
underworld empire of close to three hundred
made men, making the Genovese Family the most
powerful in the U.S. And yet Vincent “Chin”
Gigante was, to all outside appearances,
certifiably crazy. He wandered the streets of
Greenwich Village in a ratty bathrobe and
slippers. He urinated in public, played
pinochle in storefronts, and hid a second
family from his wife. On twenty-two
occasions, he admitted himself to a mental
hospital—evading criminal prosecution while
insuring his continued reign as “The
Oddfather.” It took nearly thirty years of
endless psychiatric evaluations by a parade
of puzzled doctors for federal authorities to
finally bring him down. “A tale for the ages
. . . grabs you with the immediacy of a
breaking news story and carries you along as
if you were living it.”—Michael Daly, The
Daily Beast

Mob Testimony
Here is the most comprehensive introduction
to and explanation of the most infamous crime
organization in history. Completely updated
with more than 70 pages of new material and
photographs, it includes information about
the shifts in power and tightening of ranks
of different families after convictions of
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their key members; new inside information on
the role of the families in Chicago, Boston,
Las Vegas, Rochester, and even Montreal; and
updates on the DeCavalcante family who
bragged they were the real Sopranos on FBI
wiretaps. - More than 70 pages of new
material - Full of dramatic anecdotes and
photos about everything from Capone to Gotti
and beyond - Written by acclaimed expert
author and reporter of all things Mafia in
his weekly online column "Gang Land"
(www.ganglandnews.com)

Law Without Justice
CONTAINS A NEW EPILOGUE!" Mafia Prince is the
first-person account of one of the most
violent eras in Mafia history —“Little” Nicky
Scarfo's reign as boss of the Philly family
in the 1980s—written by Scarfo's underboss
and nephew, “Crazy” Phil Leonetti. The
youngest-ever underboss at the age of 31,
Leonetti was at the crux of the violent
downfall of the traditional American Mafia in
the 1980s when he infiltrated Atlantic City
after gambling was legalized, and later
turned state's evidence against his own. His
testimony directly led to the convictions of
dozens of high-ranking made men including
John Gotti, Vincent Gigante, and his own
uncle, Nicky Scarfo—sparking the beginning of
the end of La Cosa Nostra. Just as The
Godfather and Boardwalk Empire defined the
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early 20th century Mafia, and Wiseguy and
Casino depicted the next great era through
the '70s, Mafia Prince concludes this epic
genre revealing the Mafia's violent final
heyday of the 1980s— straight from the
horse's mouth.

Underboss
From a New York Times–bestselling author: A
true story of Irish gangsters in Manhattan—“A
harrowing account of big city crime” (Library
Journal). It’s men like Jimmy Coonan and
Mickey Featherstone who gave Hell’s Kitchen
its name. In the mid-1970s, these two
longtime friends take the reins of New York’s
Irish mob, using brute force to give it
hitherto unthinkable power. Jimmy, a
charismatic sociopath, is the leader. Mickey,
whose memories of Vietnam torture him daily,
is his enforcer. Together they make brutality
their trademark, butchering bodies or hurling
them out the window. Under their reign,
Hell’s Kitchen becomes a place where death
literally rains from the sky. But when Mickey
goes down for a murder he didn’t commit, he
suspects his friend has sold him out. He
returns the favor, breaking the underworld’s
code of silence and testifying against his
gang in open court. From one of the creators
of NYPD Blue and Homicide: Life on the Street
comes an incredible true story of what it
means to survive in the world of organized
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crime, where murder is commonplace.

Mob Daughter
"Unfortunately, some of these same FBI agents
were deep in the pocket of the Irish Mob's
Whitey Bulger, as chronicled in O'Neill and
Lehr's Black Mass. These agents did a
remarkable job of taking apart one criminal
organization, to the delight and benefit of
another. This new and updated version of The
Underboss reflects what has been learned
since Angiulo's conviction."--BOOK JACKET.

The Complete Idiot's Guide to the
Mafia, 2nd Edition
Amazon #1 Bestselling Author and Multiple
National Science Foundation Award-Winning
Research Writer, 'Judah, ' Bravely Blows the
Whistle on the Villains Behind the Opiate
Crisis Inspired by his own dark journey,
Judah offers his unique perspective from
which readers of any age can understand the
criminal working dynamics behind the American
Opiate Crisis in a single sitting. Chase down
the villains behind this American nightmare,
as Judah leads you down the same trail of
discovery which led him to a connection
between the Opiate Crisis and the Order of
Skull and Bones on Yale University, which in
turn led to his Amazon Bestselling Book
Series: Sacred Scroll of Seven Seals.
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Beginning with opium and the Civil War, in
every day speak you will learn exactly how
this country went from no pharmaceutical
regulations and no opiate problem to volumes
of regulations, and misinformation, which in
turn has led to a genocide that's now giving
Hitler a run for his money. A must read for
any American whose been affected by this
tragedy.

Gotti's Rules
He was one of the most decorated cops in the
history of NYPD. From his "wiseguy"
relatives, he learned the meaning of honor
and loyalty. From his fellow cops, he learned
the meaning of betrayal. MAFIA COP His
father, Ralph "Fat the Gangster" Eppolito,
was stone-cold Mafia hit-man. Lou Eppolito,
however, chose to live by different code; he
chose the uniform of NYPD. And he was one of
the best -- a good, tough, honest cop down
the line. Butu even his sterling record, his
headline-making heroism, couldn't protect him
when the police brass decided to take him
down. Although completely exonerated of
charges that he had passed secrets to the
mob, Lou didn't stand a chance. They had
taken something from him they couldn't give
back: his dignity and his pride. Now, here's
the powerful story, told in Lou Eppolito's
own words, of the bloody Mafia hit that
claimed his uncle and cousinof his middle-ofPage 22/37
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the-night meeting with "Boss of Bosses" Paul
Castellanoof one good cop who survived eight
shootouts and saved hundreds of victims, who
was persecuted, prosecuted, and ultimately
betrayed by his own department. Full of hard
drama and gritty truth, Mafia Cop gives a
vivid, inside look at life in the Family, on
the force, and on the mean streets of New
York.

The Westies
The 1960s was a time of social and
generational upheaval felt with particular
intensity in the melting pot of New York
City. A culture of corruption pervaded the
New York Police Department, where payoffs,
protection, and shakedowns of gambling
rackets and drug dealers were common
practice. The so-called blue code of silence
protected the minority of crooked cops from
the sanction of the majority. Into this
maelstrom came a working class, Brooklynborn, Italian cop with long hair, a beard,
and a taste for opera and ballet. Frank
Serpico was a man who couldn't be silenced -or bought -- and he refused to go along with
the system. He had sworn an oath to uphold
the law, even if the perpetrators happened to
be other cops. For this unwavering commitment
to justice, Serpico nearly paid with his
life.
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Chin
From Karen Gravano, a star of the hit VH1
reality show Mob Wives, comes a revealing
memoir of a mafia childhood, where love and
family come hand-in-hand with murder and
betrayal. Karen Gravano is the daughter of
Sammy "the Bull" Gravano, once one of the
mafia's most feared hit men. With nineteen
confessed murders, the former Gambino Crime
Family underboss—and John Gotti's right-hand
man—is the highest ranking gangster ever to
turn State's evidence and testify against
members of his high-profile crime family. But
to Karen, Sammy Gravano was a sometimes
elusive but always loving father figure. He
was ever-present at the head of the dinner
table. He made a living running a
construction firm and several nightclubs. He
stayed out late, and sometimes he didn't come
home at all. He hosted "secret" meetings at
their house, and had countless whispered
conversations with "business associates." By
the age of twelve, Karen knew he was a
gangster. And as she grew up, while her peers
worried about clothes and schoolwork, she was
coming face-to-face with crime and murder.
Gravano was nineteen years old when her
father turned his back on the mob and
cooperated with the Feds. The fabric of her
family was ripped apart, and they were
instantly rejected by the communities they
grew up in. This is the story of a daughter's
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struggle to reconcile the image of her loving
father with that of a murdering Mafioso, and
how, in healing the rift between the two, she
was able to forge a new life.

Rat Bastards
In the bestselling tradition of Wiseguy and
Boss of Bosses -- the inside story of the
fall of the "Teflon Don" The team: A
handpicked squad of FBI agents -- led by a
war hero determined to get the job done. The
target: John Gotti, the seemingly invincible
head of the richest and most powerful crime
of modern-day Untouchables, the FBI's C-16
Organized Crime squad, who finally ended the
cocky crime lord's reign of terror. Drawing
on unprecedented access to FBI records and
agents, bestselling author and prize-winning
journalist Howard Blum tells the riveting and
suspenseful story behind the headlines. Here
is the deadly game of cat and mouse that
pitted Gotti, his ruthless henchmen and his
elusive law-enforcement mole against the
Bureau. It is a tale of courage, murder and
betrayal. From Mafia backrooms to FBI squad
rooms, from the high-tech electronic invasion
of Gotti's headquarters to the desperate
effort to expose the mole, Gangland is more
shocking than fiction -- an instant Mafia
classic.

Goombata
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"Friendships, connections, family ties,
trust, loyalty, obedience-this was the 'glue'
that held us together." These were the
principles that the greatest Mafia "Boss of
Bosses," Joseph Bonnano, lived by. Born in
Castellammare del Golfo, Sicily, Bonnano
found his future amid the whiskey-running,
riotous streets of Prohibition America in
1924, when he illegally entered the United
States to pursue his dreams. By the age of
only twenty-six, Bonnano became a Don. He
would eventually take over the New York
underworld, igniting the "Castellammarese
War," one of the bloodiest Family battles
ever to hit New York City Now, in this candid
and stunning memoir, Joe Bonanno-likely a
model for Don Corleone in the blockbuster
movie The Godfather-takes readers inside the
world of the real Mafia. He reveals the inner
workings of New York's Five Families-Bonanno,
Gambino, Profaci, Lucchese, and Genovese-and
uncovers how the Mafia not only dominated
local businesses, but also influenced
national politics. A fascinating glimpse into
the world of crime, A Man of Honor is an
unforgettable account of one of the most
powerful crime figures in America's history.

This Family of Mine
You've met the Italian mob in The Godfather,
now welcome to the real-life world of Irish
America's own murderous clan of organized
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crime The man who has remained silent for
more than a decade finally speaks, revealing
the gritty true story of his life inside the
infamous South Boston Irish mob led by the
elusive, Machiavellian kingpin Whitey Bulger,
who to this day remains on the lam as one of
the world's Ten Most Wanted criminals, second
only to Osama bin Laden. John "Red" Shea was
a top lieutenant in the South Boston Irish
mob, rising to this position at the age of
twenty-one. Thus began his tutelage under the
notorious Irish godfather James "Whitey"
Bulger. An ice-cold enforcer with a legendary
red-hot temper, Shea was a legend among his
Southie peers in the 1980s. From the first
delivery truck he robbed at thirteen to the
start of his twelve-year federal sentence for
drug trafficking at twenty-seven, Shea was a
portrait in American crime -- a terror,
brutal and ruthlessly ambitious. Drug dealer,
loan shark, money launderer, and multimilliondollar narcotics kingpin, Shea was at the
pinnacle of power -- until the feds came
knocking and eventually obliterated the
legendary mob in a well-orchestrated sweep of
arrests, fueled by insider tips to the FBI
and DEA. While Bulger's other top men turned
informant to save their own hides, Shea alone
kept his code of honor and his mouth shut -loyalty that earned him a dozen years of hard
time even as the man he was protecting turned
out to be, himself, a rat. For in the end, in
a remarkable show of betrayal, Bulger turned
out to be the FBI's "main man" and top
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informant -- tipping off the feds for decades
while still managing to operate one of the
most murderous and profitable organized crime
outfits of all time. In Rat Bastards, Shea
brings that mysterious world and gritty urban
Irish American street culture into sharp
focus by telling his own story -- of his
fatherless upbringing, his apprenticeship on
the tough streets of Southie, and his love
affair with trouble, boxing, and then the
gangster life. In prose that is refreshingly
honest, personal, and surprisingly tender,
Shea tells his harrowing, unflinching, and
unapologetic story. A man who did the crime,
did the time, and held fast to the Irish code
of silence, which he was raised to follow at
any cost, Shea remains a man of honor and in
doing so has become a living legend. One of
the last of a dying breed, a true stand-up
guy. Shea expects no forgiveness and makes no
excuses for the life he chose. His story is
intense, compelling, and in your face.

Your Next Five Moves
Jerry Capeci, an investigative and crime
reporter, provides a biographical sketch of
the Italian mobster Salvatore Sammy Gravano
(1945-1997), the underboss of the Gambino
crime family who turned government witness in
the mid-1990s. His testimony helped jail 36
of his former Mafia associates, including
John Gotti.
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Mafia Prince
"John A. Gotti who survived four trials and a
parole violation hearing without a guilty
verdict, in four years, now takes up his pen
to tell the story of his father's unwavering
dedication to the street, and how as his son
he entered that life and then with his
father's permission left the life of crime
and put the "Family" behind him to live a
legitimate life with his real family. It is a
saga of betrayal and redemption, and an
insider's view of how at times those who are
tasked with upholding the law readily broke
it to further their careers."--cover.

Gotti's Boys
The essential book to understanding Donald
Trump as a businessman and leader—and how the
biggest deal of his life went down. Now,
Barrett's classic book is back in print for
the first time in years and with an
introduction about Trump's 2016 presidential
campaign. Donald Trump claims that his
success as a “self-made” businessman and real
estate developer proves that he will make an
effective president, but this devastating
investigative account by legendary reporter
Wayne Barrett proves otherwise. Back in print
for the first time in years, Barrett’s
seminal book reveals how Trump put together
the biggest deal of his life—Trump
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Tower—through manipulation and deceit; how he
worked with questionable characters from the
mafia and city politics; and how it all
nearly came crashing down. Here is a vivid
and inglorious portrait of the man who wants
now to be the most powerful man in the world.
In Trump: The Greatest Show in the World—The
Deals, the Downfall, the Reinvention, Barrett
unravels the myth and reveals the truth
behind the mogul’s wheelings and dealings.
After decades covering him, few reporters
know Trump as Barrett does. Instead of the
canny businessman that Trump claims in his
own books, Barrett explores how Trump
exploited his father’s banking and political
connections to finance and grease his first
major deals. Barrett’s investigative
biography takes us from the days of Donald’s
lonely youth to his brash entry into the real
estate market, and to the back room deals
behind his New York, Atlantic City and
Florida projects. Most compellingly Barrett
paints an intimate portrait of Trump himself,
a man driven by bravado, obsessive selfregard, and an anxious ruthlessness to subdue
his rivals and seduce anyone with the power
to aid his empire. We see him head to head
with an opponent as powerful as Pete Rozelle,
ingratiating himself with the brooding
governor on the Hudson, and fueling the
Drexel engine driven by Michael Milken with
hundreds of millions in fees—paid,
ironically, by gaming companies to fend off
Trump takeovers. We explore his complicated
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emotional and business relationship with his
first wife, Ivana, and the use he planned to
make of his mistress—and later, his second
wife—Marla Maples as a “southern strategy” in
his then contemplated presidential campaign.
With interviews with scores of adversaries
and former colleagues, we are given a
privileged look at Trump the businessman in
action—reckless as often as he is brilliant,
reliant on threats as much as on charm, and
ultimately a cautionary tale: is this the man
we want to lead the world? PRAISE FOR TRUMP:
“Trump is a withering portrait of the most
self-mythologized and promoted businessman of
our era, an exhaustively researched and longoverdue antidote to Trump’s own books. It is
a penetrating portrait of the age that
spawned him and the many who aided and
abetted his rise. Trump seems destined to be
the definitive account of how Trump got ahead
and why he fell. It is a sad story, with
important lessons for us all.” —James B.
Stewart, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of Den
of Thieves “Donald Trump surprises us again.
Wayne Barrett’s Trump is a fresh, detailed,
and vivid account of the tangled connections
of money, politics, and power in our times.”
—Nicholas Pileggi, author of Wiseguy

Gangland
#1 WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER AN INSTANT
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER From the creator of
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Valuetainment, the #1 YouTube channel for
entrepreneurs, comes a practical and
effective guide for thinking more clearly and
achieving your most audacious business goals.
Both successful entrepreneurs and chess
grandmasters have the vision to look at the
pieces in front of them and anticipate their
next five moves. In this book, Patrick BetDavid translates this skill into a valuable
methodology that applies to high performers
at all levels of business. Whether you feel
like you’ve hit a wall, lost your fire, or
are looking for innovative strategies to take
your business to the next level, Your Next
Five Moves has the answers. You will gain:
CLARITY on what you want and who you want to
be. STRATEGY to help you reason in the war
room and the board room. GROWTH TACTICS for
good times and bad. SKILLS for building the
right team based on strong values. INSIGHT on
power plays and the art of applying leverage.
Combining these principles and revelations
drawn from Patrick’s own rise to successful
CEO, Your Next Five Moves is a must read for
any serious executive, strategist or
entrepreneur.

Blood Covenant
John Gotti is terminally ill; when he passes
on to that great Mafia in the sky, co-author
Capeci will be in great demand for interviews
and will the plug the book. As he battles
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terminal cancer in a federal prison in
Illinois, John Gotti, still the acting head
of the Gambino Mafia family, is constantly in
the news. Once Mr. Gotti ascends to Mafia
heaven, he will be worldwide news-and Alpha
will have the most up-to-date and
comprehensive book on the subject.

The Brotherhoods
As the last Don of the Philadelphia mob,
Ralph Natale, the first-ever mob boss to turn
state’s evidence, provides an insider’s
perspective on the mafia. Natale’s reign atop
the Philadelphia and New Jersey underworlds
brought the region’s mafia back to prominence
in the 1990s. Smart, savvy, and articulate,
Natale came up in the mob and saw first-hand
as it hatched its plan to control Atlantic
City’s casino unions. Later on, after
spending 16 years in prison, he reclaimed the
family as his own after a bloody mob war that
left bodies scattered across South Philly. He
forged connections around the country,
invigorated the family with more allies than
it had in two decades, and achieved a status
within the mob never seen before or since
until he was betrayed by his men and decided
to testify against them in a stunning turn of
events. Using dozens of hours of interviews
with Natale along with research and
interviews with FBI agents, this book
delivers revelatory insights into seminal
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events in American mob history, including: The truth about Jimmy Hoffa’s disappearance The murder of Jewish mob icon Bugsy Siegel The identity of the man who created modernday Las Vegas With the full cooperation of
Natale, New York Daily News reporter Larry
McShane and producer Dan Pearson uncover the
deadly reign of the last great mob boss of
Philadelphia, a tale that covers a halfcentury of mob lore—and gore.

Portrait of a Monster
Everything about Angela “Big Ang” Raiola is
larger than life: her lips, her 36JJ breasts,
and especially her personality! In a
lifestyle guide as genuine and fun as Big Ang
herself, the star of VH1’s Mob Wives, called
the show’s “den mother” by the New York
Times, serves up the hilarious and poignant
wisdom she’s learned while running her bar,
raising her family, and dating made men. Big
Ang has rules to live by for beauty, food,
family, friendship, and more. Here she is ON
HER KILLER BOOBS: I was on vacation with my
family in the Catskills when out of nowhere,
this bat flies right into my chest and then
falls splat on the ground. Turned out, he
died on impact. ON FAMILY TRADITIONS: Every
Sunday, we do a feast for fifteen to twentyfive people. Last week, we went through
seventy-five meatballs. Even by my family’s
standards, that’s a lot of balls. ON DIETING:
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Swearing off lasagna to lose weight? You
might fit into smaller jeans. But you’re
still the same person— except hungrier and
bitchier. ON HOBBIES: Would I rather cook for
people or have sex? No hard-and-fast rule
there. But I will say this: Cooking is always
satisfying.
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